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Direct Testimony
of
Michael K. Plunkett
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL

My name is Michael K. Plunkett.

2

SKETCH

I am currently an economist

3

Pricing Office of Marketing.

4

letter carrier at the Dracut, Massachusetts

5

the Manchester,

6

customer

7

Intern program.

8

term assignments

9

assignments

in the

I began working for the Postal Service in 1984 as a

New Hampshire

services operations.

Post Office.

In 1985, I transferred

Division where I held a number of positions in
In 1990, I was accepted to the Management

As an intern, I rotated through a number of short to medium
in various organizational

units throughout

included positions in headquarters,

human resources,

operations,

the country.

These

area, and district offices in

10

finance,

11

the office of Budget and Financial Analysis where I served as an Economist.

12

In February

13

include all aspects of fee design for various special services.

14

1997, I transferred

I received bachelor’s

In 1995, I transferred

16

degree in business administration

17

Pennsylvania,

State University in University Park, Pennsylvania,

where I concentrated

I have presented

to

My responsibilities

degrees in finance and economics

Pennsylvania

19

and marketing.

to the office of Pricing.

15

18

to

from
and a master’s

from the Wharton School at the University of
on finance and decision sciences.

pricing testimony

in three previous dockets.

Postal Service’s pricing witness in the Provisional

Packaging

I was the

Service case

MC2000-2. USPS-T-5, page
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I

(Docket No. MC97-5), and in the last omnibus rate case (Docket No. R97-I),

2

various special services.

3

Mailing Online case (Docket No. MC98-1).

In addition, I presented

pricing testimony

MC2000-2.

for

in the original

USPS-T-5, page
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1

I. PURPOSE

OF TESTIMONY

My testimony

2

presents pricing and classification

3

Service’s proposals to establish an experimental

4

and an appropriate

5

explain how the proposals

6

Reorganization

7

II. PROPOSAL

classification

Online.

for Mailing Online,

fees for the experiment.

meet the rate and classification

I then

criteria of the Postal

Act.

The Postal Service proposes an experimental

8
9

means for determining

analyses of the Postal

classification

for Mailing

Mailing Online will allow customers who use the Postal Service’s Internet

10

site (www.usps.com)

to present electronic

11

subsequent

12

service will be stored electronically,

13

documents,

14

will print and prepare the documents

15

unit.

entry into the mail stream.

and transmitted

documents

Documents

commingled

for printing and
presented

electronically

to one or more commercial

for Mailing Online
with other

printing companies

for entry at a designated

who

postal acceptance

The Postal Service plans to offer Mailing Online users the opportunity

16

Mail, Priority Mail, Express Mail or Standard

to

17

use either First-Class

18

depending

19

needs,

20

Standard

21

experimental

22

customers will also have access to many special services currently available to

23

senders of letter mail, for example, certificates

on the content of the document

and the individual customers

Further, the Postal Service is developing
Nonprofit customer’s

Mail rates,
service

a means for verifying a

eligibility, so that category can be available for

Mailing Online service.

Before the conclusion

of the experiment,

of mailing, certified mail, and
MC2000-2,
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1

return receipts.

2

also be able to use Delivery Confirmation.

3

subclass and special service alternatives,

4

printing, finishing, and distribution

5

prices for two typical Mailing Online documents

6

Customers

who elect to use Priority Mail fortheir

documents

In addition to choosing

among these

customers will also identify their

preferences.

These options and the estimated
are presented

in my Exhibit E.

The Postal Service offered Mailing Online service first as a market test,

7

which was originally posited as an initial step toward an experimental

8

was to run for two years.

9

strategy rendered

Because changes in the Postal Service’s

some of the Postal Service’s cost testimony

proceeding

inaccurate,

experimental

11

conduct an experiment

12

1999; however, development

13

ongoing.

14

Online is proposed

15

separate

16

charged existing postage rates plus a fee for pre-mailing services.

was withdrawn.

service that
Internet

in the

10

17

will

the request for a recommended

decision to

The market test ended on October 29,

of a new version of Mailing Online software is

The Postal Service is now proposing
as an independent

product for pricing purposes.

a three-year

experiment.

special service that is treated as a
Mailing Online customers

would be

In the market test of Mailing Online, the Postal Service proposed,

18

Commission

recommended,

19

to the actual printer costs as specified

20

Service and the contractor

21

support use of a markup as opposed

22

cost variations.

23

Service to signal customers

Mailing

the establishment

and the

of a markup, which was applied

in the written contract between the Postal

providing pre-mailing

services.

Sound reasons

to a fee schedule, the first being printer

The flexibility provided by a preset markup allows the Postal
correctly regarding the cost of printing.

MC2000-2.
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1

costs may vary substantially

2

and real estate costs. As growth of Mailing Online leads to the establishment

3

additional

4

local printing cost variations directly in the fees charged to Mailing Online
customers.

by region due to differences

in labor, transportation,

printing sites, the use of a markup allows the Postal Service to reflect

The flexibility afforded by the markup also provides the Postal

6

Service and its customers

7

services, such as new color or binding options, can be reflected equitably in

8

Postal Service fees. The Commission

9

its market test Recommended

with a mechanism

whereby additional

recognized

pre-mailing

the necessity of this system in

Decision (Docket No. MC98-1, PRC Op. at 33).

10

and the Postal Service proposes adoption

11

case.

12

Ill. PROJECTED

13

A. Premailing

14

of

of a similar pricing structure in this

FEE REVENUES
Revenue

Estimation

For the Postal Service, Mailing Online is an experimental

entry into a

15

market that has just begun to form. While it goes without saying that the Postal

16

Service would not offer the service without the expectation

17

number of customers

18

for services like Mailing Online is unknown.

19

Online volume and revenue forecasts

20

No. MC98-1, Tr. 2/429), and on the judgment

21

and analysts developing

22

In his testimony

23

these same estimates

would avail themselves

that a significant

of it, the ultimate size of the market
In Docket No. MC98-1, Mailing

were based on market research (Docket
of the Postal Service managers

the product.
in this docket, witness Poellnitz (USPS-T-2)
in developing

unit costs.

relies on

In the appendix to this testimony,
MC2000-2.
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1

I use the same forecast to estimate Mailing Online fee revenues.

2

estimates

3

Poellnitz, and the proposed

4

Exhibit D.

5

B. MARKUP

are based on projected volumes, the costs presented
markup.

The results are summarized

by witness
below in

BASED PRICING

In the market test of Mailing Online, the Commission

6

Revenue

7

Postal Service’s

8

Online.

9

document

recommended

proposal to employ a markup in determining

the

fees for Mailing

During the test, fees were set at 1.25 times the sum of the initial printer’s
production
technology

costs and a 0.1 cent charge per impression to cover

10

information

costs. The advantages

11

Commission

12

will continue to provide customers

13

costs of which will vary by location and perhaps over time. The potential

14

complexity

15

markup system, and although modified somewhat

16

once again propose a markup based system for setting Mailing Online fees.

17

particular,

18

more than one printer.

19

printing costs for each job, independently

20

job.’

to recommend,

which led me to propose, and the

a markup approach

with myriad document

of a fixed fee schedule is a compelling

my proposal recognizes

are unchanged.

Mailing Online

preparation

options, the

reason for continued

use of a

since the previous docket, I

that the proposed experiment

In

will involve

I propose to apply the markup applied to the actual
of which printer(s) prepare a particular

21

’ The fee schedule in the market test (Docket No. MC98-I,
p. 2) specifies the Vestcom contract as the basis for fees.

PRC Op. Appendix

MC2000-2, USPS-T-5, page
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2

C. FEE DESIGN
Practical application

of the markup depends upon the costs used as the basis

3

for the markup.

4

compliance

5

the Postal Service’s ability to draw meaningful conclusions

6

The statutory criteria are examined below in a separate section; in this section I

I

confine my discussion

8
9

In this case I am..attempting to satisfy two distinct goals:

with the statutory criteria, and development

of rates that will enhance
from the experiment.

to the latter.

The portion of Mailing online costs identified by witness Poellnitz as printer
costs is determined

by a series of contracts at different locatiins.2

10

will spec’fi

11

will in turn be marked up and passed on to Mailing Online customers.

12

Poellnitz’s

13

(IT) costs (developed

14

distinct from those incurred by private printers.

15

detenined

16

product-specific

17

differently from volume variable costs.

18

per unit prices for each element of a customer’s

The contracts

mailing; these prices

unit costs also include advertising costs, and information
in the testimony of witness Lim. USPS-T-3).

Witness
technology

which are

Witness Poellnitz has

that most of these costs conform to witness Takis’ definition of
costs.

For pricing purposes,

I treat product-specific

The volume variable portion of IT costs, as presented

19

Poellnitz, constiiute

20

Therefore,

a retuning

costs

by witnesses

Lim and

cost of providing Mailing Online service.

.

I treat these costs similarly to printer costs by adding a 0.1 cent per

’ Contracts for the print sites are not yet available. Witness Poellnitz’s testimony
provides a proxy for the average printing charges that will apply during the
experiment.

MC2000-2.
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1

impression

2

the two.’

3

charge to printing impression

The Postal Service typically se&s

4

determine

5

an experiment

6

in question warrants permanent

7

to conduct the experiment

8

that will exist under a permanent

9

experimental

charges before marking up the sum of

experimental

customer interest in a new product.

classifications

in order to

Implicit in the decision to pursue

is the goal of collecting useful information
inclusion in the DMCS.

on whether the service
Therefore,

it is important

under terms that are as close as practical to those
ciassification.

notwithstanding

findings leading changes in the permanent

the potential for

service proposed.

10

the case of Mailing Online, this goal has specific rate design implications

11

because a significant portion of the information

12

testimony

13

data necessary

14

it is safe to say that prospective

15

portion of these costs. As a result, I exclude these costs when determining

16

basis for a markup.

17

are non-recurring

product-specific

technology

costs.’

In

costs in witness Lim’s

While we lack the historical

to produce a test year cost estimate for Mailing Online, I believe
test year costs would exclude a significant

I do include these costs to perform an incremental
experiment

the

cost test. In Exhibit D,

18

which summarizes

revenues and costs, I show that at the proposed

19

fees, Mailing Online will produce sufficient revenues to cover the volume

20

variable, as well as the product-specific

costs of Mailing Online (Exhibit D. line 8).

3 The actual cost per unit is 64 thousandths of a cent in year 1.
’ The most notable example of such costs are the System Development 8
lmplementatiin
costs (USPS-T-3, p. 3). Nearly half of these costs are incurred
prior to the expetiment, and there is a marked decline in these costs in the third
(continued.. .)

MC2000-2.
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I

I have also included pm-experiment

2

understanding

is that these costs were expensed

3

were accrued.

I further understand

4

with generally accepted

S

subsequent

6

value, and that pm-experiment

7

reasons cited above, I do not view these costs as an appropriate

8

fees. However,

9

experiment

accounting

costs in the incremental

in the years during which they

that, though such a treatment
principles

an asset with a depreciable

costs ought therefore

an incremental

to be capitalized.

with traditional

IO

analysis - I instead treat them as though they had been capitalized

II

year amortiition

12

are included in the incremental

13

For the

basis for setting

cost test, rather than treating pre-

costs as sunk - as would be consistent

schedule.

is consistent

(GAAP). one could argue that

versions of Mailing Online constitute

in performing

cost test. My

economic
with a three

As a result, one third of the pm-experiment

IT costs

costs for each year of the experiment.

I would also note that in line (9) of Exhibit D. the ratio of revenue to

14

incremental

costs increases considerably

from year.one to year three.

IS

this effect is readily apparent,

16

generally that is, in the instant case, diminished

17

printing relative to information

18

however, products that depend heavily on a supporting

19

infrastructure

20

marginal costs, and even average costs, decrease

it appears to be a feature of electronic

technology

Though
products

by the relatively high cost of

for Mailing Online.

In general,

information

technology

are likely to exhibit a similar pattern: after an initial investment,

_

rapidly over time.

21

(...continued)
year of the experiment.
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D. MarkuplCost

Covemge

In the market test of Mailing Online, a 25 percent markup was used.

In its

3

Opinion on the market test the Commission

4

“nascent service find its market and build volumes to the level that will support

S

reasonable

6

the service” (PRC Op., MC98-1, at 33) justified a markup of 25 percent.

7

judgments

agreed that the need to help a

about the nature of the market and the future viability of

However, the current proposal is different from that in the previous docket.

8

For instance, IT start-up costs in this case are higher than those used in Docket

9

No. MC98-1.

Moreover,

activation of print sites is scheduled

to occur more

IO

rapidly than had originally been planned (USPS-T-l,

II

above, though sunk costs are typically ignored in detemining

12

markup, the Postal Service’s product development

13

experiment

14

development

IS

minimal impact on prices5

16

I propose a pricing formula that includes a markup of 30 percent applied to unit

17

printer costs and the variable portion of information technology

18

E. Projected

19

development

§V). And as mentioned
the costs for

plans call for recovery of pre-

costs. A higher markup will facilitate recovery of the

costs incurred for earlier versions of Mailing Online, while having a
Based on my analysis of the statutory pricing criteria,

costs.

Revenues

Exhibii D shows projected revenues for Mailing Online based on the cost ^

20

estimates

provided by witness Poellnitz.

At the proposed

markup of 30 percent,

21

Mailing Online is projected to produce $458.9 million in fee revenues during the
’ Because the markup is applied only to the Mailing Online costs, a 5 percent
change in markup has a much smaller effect on the total per piece charge
(continued..

.)
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1

three-year

2

wlth the markup, is 130 percent.

3

sufticient to cover all of the incremental

4

including pm-experiment

S

volumes, Mailing Online will contribute

6

institutional

7

of incremental

8
9

experiment.

The projected cost coverage of Mailing Online. consistent
As Exhibit D also shows, fee revenues are
costs associated

costs if treated as capitalized.

costs during the experiment,

with the service,
Moreover,

at projected

$74.8 million to the Postal Services
over and above my generous

estimate

costs.

In addition to fee revenues, Mailing Online makes an indirect contribution
to recovery of institutional

costs through additional mail volume that accrues to

10

the Postal Service through Mailing Online.

I1

expect 38 percent of Mailing Online volume to be new to the Postal Service.

12

indicated in Exhibit F, at projected volume levels and at basic automation

13

Mailing Online should produce $100.9 million in additional

14

Standard Mail (A) postage revenue during the experiment.

IS

revenues are not explicitly included in calculating

16

Online, they are an additional

17

As we stated in the last case, we

factor supporting

First-Class

As

rates,

Mail and

Though these

a cost coverage for Mailing
the requested

cost coverage.

The market research on which Mailing Online volume projectiins

are

18

based assumed

a limited availability of postal services through Mailing Online.

19

The research survey respondents

20

alternatives:

21

Mailing Online will also allow customers to use Priority Mail and Express Mail,

First-Class

were asked to choose between two

Mail and Standard Mail (A). In its experimental

form,

(...continued)
including postage.

MC2ooo-2.
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1

along with special services otherwise

available to letter mail and Delivery

2

Confirmation

Because the market research contains no

3

basis on which to project volumes for these

4

adjustments

S

entered near its destination,

6

services is diminished.

7

substantially

8

users to forgo expedited services.

9

services, and the expected availability of Delivery Confirmatiin.

for Priority Mail pieces.

to the volume projections

products, I have made no explicit

to account for them.

Because mail will be

the service superiority typically offered by expedited

Since Priority Mail and Express Mail rates are

higher than First-Class

and Standard (A), we expect the majority of
However, the premium nature of expedited

10

substantial

11

services with Mailing Online pieces provides no quantiii

12

volume projections.

13

services and/or special services, the postage and fee revenue generated

14

Mailing Online will increase.

IS

considered

16

direct effect on the proposed

17

coverage

18

N. OTHER PRICING ISSUES

19

A

20

expedited volumes may develop.

are reasons why

Similarly. the availability of special

To the extent that customers

when determining

basis for revising

make use of expedited
by

However, because these revenues are not
the cost coverage of Mailing Online, they have no
markup and only underline why a low cost

is appropriate.

Postage

Rates

During the market test of Mailing Online, customers

paid automation

basic

21

rates for either First-Class Mail or Standard Mail (A). Mailing Online pieces will

22

meet all of the necessary

addressing

23

to use automation

Moreover,

rates.

and machineability

requirements

necessary

at projected volumes Mailing Online pieces
MC2000-2.
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1

will achieve depth of sort that is, on average,

2

qualify for automation

3

proposes that automation

4

the requisite discount structure, irrespective

5

transaction.

6

the necessary

7

at current page limits Mailing Online pieces would pay unzoned

8

Customers who elect to use special services would pay the existing special

9

service fee for whichever

10

basic rates. For these reasons, the Postal Service

Customers

basic rates be made available for those classes with
of the number of pieces in a given

electing to use Priority Mail or Express Mail would pay

single piece rates.

As mentioned

much greater than required to

While heavier weight Priority rates are zoned,
rates.

service they choose.

above, customers

will be quoted a price, including postage,

11

when they have finished specifying the features that they want for their

12

document.

13

Mailing Online system based on the number of pages in the document,

14

finishing options selected, and the type of envelopes

15

printers will be required to use a specific grade of both paper and envelopes,

16

thus ensuring uniformity.

17

components

18

a weight per piece, and apply the appropriate

19

a customer.

20

V. CLASSIFICATION

21

The postage portion of the customer

Based on standard

of a customer’s

charges is calculated

by the
the

used. Mailing Online

unit weights for the physical

mail piece, the Mailing Online system will calculate
rate given the subclass chosen by

CRITERIA

This proposal satisfies the classification

criteria of section 3623 (c) of Title

22

39, United States Code, which requires that classification

23

accordance

changes

be set in

with the following factors:
MC2000-2,

USPS-T-5, page
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1. the establishment and maintenance
classification system for all mail;

of a fair and equitable

2. the relative value to the people of the kinds of mail matter entered into
the postal system and the desirability and justification for special
classifications and services of mail;
3. the importance of providing classifications
of reliability and speed of delivery;

with extremely high degrees

4. the importance of providing classifications which do not require an
extremely high degree of reliability and speed of delivery;
5.

the desirability of special classifications
the user and the Postal Service: and

6.

such factors as the Commission

from the point of view of both

may deem appropriate.

By offering Mailing Online, the Postal Service provides customers

20

opportunity

21

home or workplace.

22

volume customers.

23

Mailing Online is an example of the kind of innovative

24

by the Act (PRC Op., at 34).

25

to conduct transactions

the

with the Postal Service without leaving their

It will also extend certain worsharing
As the Commission

recognized

discounts to smaller

in its market test Opinion,
postal service envisioned

Mail entered via Mailing Online will have a high degree of reliability

26

(Criterion 3). For instance,

all mail pieces sent via First-Class Mail or Standard

27

Mail (A) will be automation-compatible

28

Service software used for Mailing Online will ensure that all Mailing Online

29

volume using these classes of mail is sorted in conformity

with the most current

30

sort plans available,

To the extent that

31

Mailing Online pieces would have been mailed in the absence of the service, it is

32

expected that many or most such pieces would have been entered at single-

at the time of entry.

and with the greatest possible depth.

Moreover,

Postal

MC2000-2, USPS-T-5,

page 12

1

piece rates by mailers who mail in relatively small quantities and who therefore

2

may not have the technical expertise to utilize the existing discount structure.

3

Consequently,

4

overall classification

5

take advantage

6

associated

7

delivery due to the dispersed

8

customers.

9

near, the point of destination,

Mailing Online should have a decidedly positive effect on the
system by enabling a large number of diverse customers to

of worksharing

therewith

(Criterion

Moreover,

opportunities

and the postage discounts

1). Mailing Online should also improve speed of
network of printers available to Mailing Online

Mailing Online should normally allow next day entry at, or
thereby providing Mailing Online customers faster

10

delivery than they would otherwise

11

who wish to make use of the Postal Service’s expedited

12

the opportunity

13
14

be likely to receive.

customers

who do not require

delivery can choose options that will enter pieces at Standard Mail (A)

rates (Criterion 4). This will allow customers
16

content restrictions

17

opportunity

18

improve the match of demand with processing

19

(Criterion 5).

20

services will now have

to do so.

Subject to existing content restrictions,
immediate

In addition, customers

whose jobs meet the necessary

and who are less concerned

with delivery speed an

to save on postage expense, and will allow the Postal Service to

The Postal Service has developed
businesses.

capacity at the point of entry

Mailing Online to meet the needs of

21

small, independent

In its historical role as a public service, the

22

Postal Service has long striven to provide mailing and communications

23

that meet the needs of individuals and small businesses.

services

Since enactment

MC2000-2,
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1

Postal Reorganization

Act, the Postal Service and the Postal Rate Commission

2

have worked together to develop products and price incentives that have allowed

3

larger mailers to reduce mailing costs by taking advantage

4

opportunities.

5

have further allowed small and medium-sized

6

of worksharing.

7

such premailing service providers to expand their customer

8

and home office (SOHO) market.

Mailing Online thus both directly and indirectly

9

extends the benefits of presorting

and automation

The concurrent

growth of presorting

of worksharing

and consolidation

businesses

to share in the benefits

Mailing Online may also create a new market opportunity

to allowing individual, SOHO, and small nonprofit customers

11

accessing

12

customers,

13

reduce their mailing costs through a form of worksharing

14

VI. PRICING CRITERIA

be unable to take advantage

In addition

an easier means of

postal services, Mailing Online offers an opportunity
who might otherwise

for

base into the small

to SOHO mailers.

10

15

industries

for these
of worksharing,

(Criterion 5).

Mailing Online meets the criteria of section 3622 (b) of Title 39, United

16

States Code, which requires that postal rates and fees be set in accordance

17

the following factors:

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

to

1. the establishment
schedule.

and maintenance

with

of a fair and equitable

2. the value of the mail service actually provided by each class
or type of mail service to both the sender and the recipient;
3. the requirement that each class of mail or type of mail service
bear the direct and indirect postal costs attributable to that
class or type plus that portion of all other costs of the Postal
Service reasonably assignable to such class or type;

MC2000-2,
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
i9
20
21

4. the effect of rate increases upon the general public; business
mail users, and enterprises
in the private sector of the
economy engaged in the delivery of mail matter other than
letters;
5. the available alternative means of sending and
letters and other mail matter at reasonable costs;
6.

receiving

the degree of preparation of mail for delivery into the postal
system performed by the mailer and its effect upon reducing
costs to the Postal Service:

7. simplicity of structure for the entire schedule and simple,
identifiable relationships between the rates or fees charged
for the various classes of mail for postal services;
8. the educational, cultural, scientific, and informational
the recipient of mail matter; and
9. such other factors as the Commission

value to

deems appropriate.

The Postal Service proposes that a markup of 130 percent be established

22
23

for Mailing Online.

The markup would be applied to the actual premailing

24

of each customer’s

transaction,

2s

depending

26

that Mailing Online will cover its variable costs and provide a contribution

27

cover start-up and institutional

resulting in premailing fees that would vary

on the options selected by the customer. This markup guarantees

Mailing Online enhances

28

costs

to

costs.
convenience.

29

percent is reasonable

and appropriate.

30

moderate

31

experimental

32

viability of the product under conditions

33

service.

Its proposed

cost coverage of 130

Several factors weigh in favor of a

cost coverage at this time. Mailing Online is being offered as an
service, the purpose of the experiment

being to determine

the

which are likely to obtain for a permanent

A relatively modest markup facilitates attainment

of this particular goal

MC2000-2,
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1

in a number of ways.

The Postal Service’s

market research indicates that

2

Mailing Online’s target customers

3

Table 16) and a relatively low markup during the introduction

4

help to build use among the target customers,

5

Service to determine

6

quality.

7

abilities to evaluate the merits of Mailing Online in the event that the Postal

8

Service requests a permanent

9

experiment

are price sensitive (Docket No. MC98-1, LR-2
of the product will

thereby allowing the Postal

salient factors such as customer satisfaction,

and product

In turn, this will improve the Postal Service’s and the Commission’s

classification.

Because the Mailing Online

would be available for only three years, the Commission,

10

Service, and intervenors

11

Postal Service request a permanent

12

Mailing Online will produce additional

13

Mail and Express Mail volume. Therefore,

14

through its own markup, Mailing Online will indirectly improve postal finances to

I5

the extent that the service attracts new volume to these subclasses,

16

available special services.

17

close to the point of destination

18

presortation,

19

be lower than would otherwise

20

will have an opportunity

the Postal

classification.
First-Class

Finally, because

to revisit fees soon, should the
Moreover, the introduction

of

Mail, Standard Mail (A), Priority

in addition to providing contribution

and to the

Mailing Online mail will be entered

while maximizing

automation

compatibility

and

the cost to the Postal Service of handling these pieces will tend to

As mentioned

be the case.

above, Mailing Online is intended to serve small mailers by

21

offering these customers

a way to take advantage

22

While Mailing Online performs a service that is analogous

23

presorting,

Mailing Online customers

of worksharing

opportunities.

in some respects to

are unlikely to be current users of

MC2000-2. USPS-T-5,

page
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1

presorting services, because of the size of a typical Mailing Online mailing.

2

result, the effect of Mailing Online’s introduction

3

expected to be minimal.

4

entering hard copy mail, it could increase use of mailing service organizations

5

much as presort, automation,

6

Mailing Online leaves room for third party providers, should private companies

7

see the demand,

8

Mailing Online, and by creating the potential for service providers to assist

9

specific customers

on existing presort volumes is

Since Mailing Online constitutes

and destination

As a

a new channel for

entry discounts already have.

by leaving room for deeper discounts than those available via

with creation of documents

for submission

via Mailing Online.

10

The effect of Mailing Online on the general public, and on business mail users, is

11

expected to be highly beneficial

12

the convenience

13

accessed from the desktop.

14

ultimately to spend over $170 million annually on printing services (see Exhibit

15

C), the introduction

16

preparation

(Criterion 4). Mailing Online offers mail users

of bundled mail preparation
Furthermore,

and mailing services that can be

with the Postal Service expecting

of Mailing Online will greatly benefit printing and document

businesses.

17

Application

of Criterion 5 to Mailing Online is complicated

18

Mailing Online combining

19

alternatives

20

hybrid services.

21

demonstrated

22

using a single web site that mixes customer jobs and then routes them for entry

23

near destinations.

abound.

elements of both traditional

Other postal administrations

While domestic

since, with

and electronic

mail,

have found success with

hybrid services do exist, none has yet

any ability to provide services comparable

Mailing Online customers

with Mailing Online by

could elect to print and prepare

MC2000-2, USPS-T-5, page
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1

mailings themselves,

2

classes consistent

3

customers

4

including preparation

5

Online customers,

by virtue of their ability to access the Postal Service’s web

6

site, are presumed

to have access to electronic

7

customers

8

a viable substitute for Mailing Online. Mailing Online may be preferable

9

in enhancing

10

at which point they would be able to use existing mail

with their needs.

There may be some difference

would pay. However, the difference

in the total cost to the customer,

costs, defies precise quantification.

Conversely,

Mailing

mail. To the extent that these

maintain electronic address lists of their customers,

the appearance

in the rates

e-mail constitutes
to e-mail

or impact of a document.

As indicated above, the Postal Service proposes to charge automation

11

basic rates for pieces sent via Mailing Online.

12

not exist at the time customers submit their mailing, they cannot prepare the mail

13

directly to meet the automation

14

Online, customers

15

present a document

16

Service’s online document

17

manner by customers

18

of scale to lower printing costs, and, once enough printing companies

19

involved, to bypass handling costs at origin as a result of Mailing Online’s entry

20

of pieces closer to their destinations

21

requirements.

Because the physical mail does

In order to qualify for Mailing

are required to meet a different set of standards.

They must

and mailing list in a form that can be used by the Postal
batching system.

Preparation

of documents

allows the Postal Service to take advantage

in this

of economies
are

(Criterion 6).

Mailing Online makes use, where possible, of the Postal Service’s existing

22

rate schedules

and, because it relies on a markup over actual costs, will not

23

require fee changes as a result of changes

in contract costs, or the rates for mail

MC2000-2,
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1

classes with which Mailing Online will be offered. Thus, the addition of Mailing

2

Online to the DMCS in the form proposed will in no way add unnecessary

3

complexity

to the Postal Service’s rate schedule (Criterion 7).
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Exhibit
Mailing

USPS-SA

Online Volumes
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Exhibit
Mailing
Yafsl-3

A
Onlino

Volumes
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Exhibit USPS-SB
Mailing sOnline Unit Costs

I
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Exhibit 6
Mailing Online Unit Costs
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Exhibit C
Mailing Online Printer Costs
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Exhibit USPS-SD
Mailing Online Cyst and Revenue Summar-y
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Exhibit D
Mailing Online Cost and RevenucSummary
Yeusl-3
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Exhibit
es USPS-SE
Mailing Online Sample Fees: Year 1
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Exhibit E
Mailing Online Sample Fees
Year 1
F

-A
spo(6.5X11 - 8 PaQe
Y
J

s
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Note: Unit costs from Exhibit B

.
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Exhibit USPS-SF
Mailing Online
5 Postage Revenue
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Exhibit
Mailing

F
Online

Estimated

Postage

Revenue
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Exhibit
Mailing
Year 3

F
Online

Estimated

Postage

Revenue
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